PAUL HINDEMITH (1895-1963): Hindemith, Howells and Hanson
LISZT: LISZT (arr. Harris): Another Liszt List
HOWELLS: Rhapsody No. 4 (1958) -Stephen Howells
QUEBEC) Motette CD-12621 (1960 Beckerath/St. Joseph’s Oratory, Montreal, Canada)
Johnson (1926 Skinner/Jefferson Avenue Church, Hohenmölsen, Germany) Calig CD-50934
Edgar Krapp (1993 Jann/Concert Hall, Bamberg, Germany) Dabringhaus & Grimm CD-600.0567
Alpha CD-059
Bach (1856 version) -Yves Rechsteiner (1871 Weingarten Abbey) Edition Eglogue,
N-Thomas Murray (1928 Skinner/Weinberger (1734 Gabler/Ochsenhausen Abbey Church, Philadelphia, PA) Naxos CD-8.559251
Another Liszt List... exemplary scores by a titan yet harmonious ways.
American, embraced the pipe organ in divergent ways.
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From American Public Media, Pipedreams® is public radio's weekly program dedicated to the artistry of the pipe organ. Host Michael Barone's celebration of the “king of instruments” is heard on stations nationwide. Visit www.pipedreams.org to locate a broadcast station in your area.

listen & discover online 24/7
pipedreams.org

FRANZ LISZT: Prelude & Fugue on the Name of Bach (1856 version) -Yves Rechsteiner (1871 Weingarten Abbey Church, Philadelphia, PA) Naxos CD-8.559251
LISZT: Liszt & Chopin: Improvisations
DABRINGHAUS & GRIMM CD-600.0567
Another Liszt List... exemplary scores by a titan yet harmonious ways.
American, embraced the pipe organ in divergent ways.
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